Lightweight, Modular Staging and Portable Risers

Whether a speech, performance, display or concert, stand out with ExpressDeck™ portable staging system! ExpressDeck™ allows you to create a professional looking stage anywhere with ease. Engineered to be able to frequently change location or application, its design makes it the easiest staging system to transport, assemble, dismantle, and store.

Despite its adaptability, ExpressDeck™ platforms are strong and durable, as well as adaptable. Each 4 ft x 4 ft (1.2 m x 1.2 m) platform can support weight up to 2,300 lbs (1043 kg), yet only weighs 60 lbs (27.2 kg)! Each module connects securely to the next one creating a stable, firm platform for any event.

ExpressDeck™ features an adjustable riser system which allows for a variety of stage configurations. Riser legs, available in several height options, unfold from their compact storage profile and lock to the corners of the carpeted 4 ft x 4 ft (1.2 m x 1.2 m) platforms using a basic hex key (included). Use the same hex key to lock platforms to each other via hidden locking mechanisms to create a truly stable stage.
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Adapt to Any Occasion

The highly adaptable design of ExpressDeck™ makes installation easy and appropriate for virtually any use! Add tiers by varying the heights of riser legs. Enjoy the flexibility of using one modular staging system to create a sturdy, flat stage for dance performances, a multi-level stage for exciting theatrical performances, and choral risers for musical performances. Attach stairs to your portable staging with our simple connection system. Set up and tear down quickly and easily.

The world’s easiest set up

**STEP 1**
Carry the lightweight riser and set into place.

**STEP 2**
Simply pull it apart like a child’s toy. Don’t worry, it’s very sturdy!

**STEP 3**
Attach the carpeted top with the included hex-key tool.

**DONE**
Ready to go! Repeat as many times as you need to create your custom stage.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Module Size**
- **Platform:** 4 ft x 4 ft x 1.3 ft (1.2 m x 1.2 m x .4 m)
- **Risers:** (unfolded) 8 ft, 16 ft, 24 ft, or 32 ft height (2.4 m, 4.9 m, 7.3 m, 9.8 m)

**Material**
Layered high-density plywood

**Weight**
- **Platform:** 39.7 lbs (18 kg)
- **Risers:** 6.6, 8.4, or 10.3 lbs (3 kg, 3.8 kg, 4.7 kg)

**Weight Load**
2,300 lbs (1043.3 kg)
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